Environmental Injustice and the Failure of Current Policy

Kim Ferraro is the Senior Staff Attorney with the Indiana-based Hoosier Environmental Council (HEC). Kim came to HEC from the Legal Environmental Aid Foundation (LEAF), the state’s only non-profit legal aid services organization focused on environmental protection. Kim served as the Executive Director of LEAF from its founding until its merger with HEC in Dec. 2011. As LEAF’s ED and continuing with HEC, Kim has achieved several legal victories that have helped communities impacted by industrial pollution, factory farm waste, reckless residential development, and coal ash contamination.

Kim’s honors include “Up and Coming Lawyer” by Indiana Lawyer, “Legal Advocate of the Year” by HEC, and Dean W. Kohlhoff Memorial Award for Excellence in Environmental Law. Kim has a law degree from Valparaiso University School of Law, and a bachelor’s degree from DePaul University in Chicago.
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